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The purpose of this book is to help you know vat the carts of a sewing machine are, why they are
needed, and how to use them to get the best results

Read and study each page. Every Page has something you will need to know so do not skip around.

Print or write your answers Look on the page following the question to check your answers.

If your answers are right, go to the next page

If your answers are wrong, find out why Did you understand the question? Ask your teacher if your
answer may be right, even though different from the' answer as given in this book. This sdmetimes

happens.

When you sit down to sew, you should have two things with you

These are sharp scissors and the instruction boot, for your machine

When you sit down with this book to 'earn about yuu sowirtg. machine, you will also need a pencil and

some paper, in addition to your scissors and the 11!ctruction bool<;for your sewing machine.

1
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Thi book will not take the place of the instruction' book for your sewing machine. was not meant to.

Ipt

t

F
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Yi

You will be able to follow the directions better and be a good sewing machine operator sooner, if you
make a real effort to understand whit you must do, .071, you most do it, and how to do it more easily.

This is why \,iu should know the numes of pats of your sckwing machine and their uses before you
,

) begin to sew

It is possible to use a sewing machinp knowing vet, ',tile about It'

2
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It is not likely you will get the best possible results from a sewing machine unless you do knciw many
things about it.

1,-

.Sit at your machine to use this book. Remove the plug from the outlet until you are told to "plug-in".

\
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AGOOD SAFETY RULE

r, Always use the plug to 'pull out

(disconnect) the cord.

1r

9

4

If you pull on ihe cord you may cause a
7

"short", which could 'hupt you.



Examine your cord and plug. Are the plug, prOngs., and 'cord ,all in good condition? If not, fell your

. teacher so it can be repaired before it rs.used. .7

Remember: a good operator is a safe operator.

Does the Plug look like this?

Shapes of plugs are not always alike.

Can you see, how these plugfbre alike?

Write or print your answer.

or 'this?

5
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All plugs are on the ends of the cords.

All pl'iigs have,qnetal ,prongs to be pushed into an outlet.
/ A I

r
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PARTS OF THE SEINING MACHINE

Can you ng any parts A f this sewing machine?



n

..)

needle

needle bar
. .

hand wheel

spool pin or thread holder

take-up

tension

thread guide

head

base
,j,'

bobbin

bobbin case /

6a
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The upper part of a sewing machine is sometimes called a "head".

The lower part may be called the "base".

HEAD

[-BASE



C-----M-.a

Do you know the names of any of these sewing machine parts?

8 v.

1 5
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Bobbin Case

ir

(- Tension Regulator

i

Bobbin

-190

_.

Presser Foot

Spool Pin or Thread Holde



HANDWHEEL

The hand wheel on the right side of themachine can be used to raise or lollver the needle.
,

I

10
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Print 'k,ifidy,t;'ee/ rex. each hantiwhef21 on this pale,



Thehandwheel should be turned toward you on the machines we are using.

Turn your handwheel tbree complete turns toward you

4

What did the needle and needle bar do as-you turned'the handwheel? .

The needle and needle bar moved

r

and

12
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The needle and needle bar moved do and down.

1 2 a
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THREAD HOLDER 0

Every sewing machine has a thread holder or spool pin.
place.

SPOOL PIN
.4

hese are not all the same shape, or in the same

"Find a part that would hold a spool of thread on your machine.

13
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Draw a circle around the spool pin or thread holder on each of these machin,

,



Draw a circlt 'around the spool pin or thread holder that looks most like yours.
1

I

1



Thread, holder or spool pin

1. Is your spool pin 6r thread Bottler on top of the machine?

2. Is your spool pin or thnead holder on the back of the machine?
ltr 4

3. Is your spool br thread holder separate from the machine?

4. Does your thread holder or spool pin point upward?

5. Is dour thread holder or spool pin on its side with a "keeper" to stop the spool
from moving?, 5.

Print br write the name of the machine you'ar,e using.

Place a spool of thread'on your spool pin or thread holder.

16
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If you have a Consew machine, you shoUld have

Yes as answers to 3 and 4
No- as answers to 1, 2, 5

If you haye a Viking machine, you should have

Yes, as answers to 2 and 4

. No as answers to 1, 3, 5

4

lf,you have a Singer Golden touch machine,,you should have

If you have a

Yes as answers to and 5
Woo as answers to 2, 3, 4

machine, you should have

Yes as answers to
No as answers to

4
It you have a, machine other than the three listed above, your teacher,will have to fill in the numbers '-

above.

16a



THREAD GUIDES

All sewing machines have hreacl guides.

Thread guides are alike in their use, which is to hold thread in plate.

Thread guides may be very different in their shapes.

26
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r
Every thread guide is made to do just one job, which is to hold or guide your thread exactly where it -is,-

>4`, .needed. Thread guides do not move. ..

Because a thread guide has only one use or purpose to guide your thread you must be very careful

when you place your thread in it. This means that you must thread the guides in the right order and

with the thread going in the right way.

Some thread guides must be threaded like a needle. With other thread guides you may hook, twist, or

snap your thread in place.
4 * .

Thread, hook, snap, or tvvist1your thread through the first thread guide on your machine. (The first

thread guide will be the guide nearest the thread holder or spool pin.)

There is a threading pattern or order which you must .learn for your machine. Knowing where the

thread guides are will help you with this. Find the thread guides on your machine. Couht them.,

Hoyv many did,yau find on your machine?

How many thread guides must be threaded like a needle?

r How many thread guides need the thread to be hooked, snapped7or twisted?

..---- 18
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Number Number of guides Number of guides

of that 'must be . where thread may

guides threaded be hooked, snapped
or twisted

Consew 8 v. 2 6

Singer 5 , 1 4

Viking 4 7 0 4

19



Thread Guides -

a

4

Are the thread guides all in the same place on
each of these machine's?
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Thread Guides

I- a

4

e

Do all these machines have the same number
of thread guides?

8 1
21

Thread Guides



No
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1. Choose a drawing from one of the next three pages .that looks' most like
ypur machine.

2. Place white paper over the drawing and trace the outline of the machine.

3. Draw circles around the thread guides.

4. Number the circles beginning with the guide nearest-the spool pin.

Your drawing will look something like this page, without the printing.

22 33
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TENSION

You , have placed your spool of thread on the spool f in, and hookedsnipped, threaded, or in some way

plackl your thread in the first thread guide. ,;-

Next you must understand what is meant by tension and why you will need'to chahgb or regulate tension

on the thread

Tension is needed on the thread in sewing machines to make your stitches even. "Even" st,itchesre

stitches that are all alike not only4in .16'ngth or width but alike in every way.

1 Cut a length of thread as long as your hand. ..

i \
2. Hold this lightly between your thumb and finger.

3. Pull the thread with your other hand. Was this easy to do?

4 Now pinch your thumb and finger tightly on the thread.

/
26
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5. Pull the thread as you did before. Is it harder to pull?

$4

The amount
the thread

of pressure between your thumb and finger caused the amount of tightness, or tension, of

27
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Smooth metal parts are pres ed together, as youffingers were, to control the tension. of the thread,
.,.

,.

. ,
.

.

b.

.

.
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lh addition to the smooth metal parts that control the thread, tension regulatots may have a thread

guide and a wire spring

Check your tension regulator with these.
If you cannqt see a thread guide as part of yoKr tensioh.regulator, turn to the next\ page./

Thread Guide

Wire Spring

Thread Guide

Wire Spring

Some thread guides are near the tension regulator, but not "part of the tension regulator

79
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Does your tension regulator look like one of these?

1 , .

1Ic

If it does, .your thread guides are not par o thefegulator.
When used, the Wire spring helps, hold your thread So every stitch is the same.

v
30-
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The tension regulator only changes the tension on the thread coming from the spool the upper

thread.

Tension on the bobbin thread does not need to be changed, since this is usually correctly set at the
.,.

factory.

\

4 CIM
i

Upper thready I

I' Lower or bobbin thread

1

Correct tension is important because wi thout it your stitches Will break or pucker, your seams will be

weak, and your work will not look good

There are three things that affect the tension you need. The kind ofl sti ch you want, the thread you are

using, and the fabric you are sewing.

31
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Since these things do change, you need to know how to change or regulate tension. This is done by
moving a dial of some kind. I.

You will not practice regulating the tension until you have learned the parts of the machine, and the
complete threading pattern

r.

Most tension regulators will have a dial with numbers to show the amount of tension on the thread.

Using numbers helps when you want to dial the same setting at another time.

Remember.

The lower the number,
the looser the thread.

Y



Some machines have a separate dial which contros the tension,

The lower the number on the dial, the looser the tension on the thread.

Thread
Tension

Thread Tension

V

Jo 4 7 8

CORD

Cut a piece of very heavy thread or cord about as long as your hand. Take one end of the cord in each
hand, and place the cord between the discs of the tension regulator The discs should spread apart so
you-can see clearly the space where your thread, will go. Pull the cord through the discs, ancittirow it
away

33
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Now place the spool of thread on the spool pin, thread the guides, and continue so you place your
thread between, over or tinder the tension parts as needed for your machine. If your machine has a wire

spring as part of the tension regulatat, be sure your thread goes over this so that pulling down on your
thread will move the wire spring down.

Remove the thread, and thread up to, and through the tension regulator. Do this three times.

st sk your teacher to check the threading to this point.

Remove the thread from the machine. Re-thread it at least three times.

p.
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Review page

Match the name of the part and its use.

Name of Part

1. handwheel

2. spoc51 pin or thread holder

3. thread guide

i

Use

A. holds thread in place

B. controls tightness of thread

moves needle up and downC.

4. tension regulator D. holds spool of thread

A

v

35
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1. C

'2. D

3. A

4. B

1

.7 s

35a
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Review page

Tension regulators

1

3

2

a

8

e.....s....4--14
5

Q

Write or print the name of the part to which the arrow points.-

wire spring thread guide discs
36

48
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1. thread guide

2. wire spring

3. thread guide

4. smooth metal parts discs

5. thread guides

6. wire spring

7. discs smooth metal parts

8. thread guide
l

9. smooth metal parts discs

10. wire spring

11. thread guide

12. discs smooth metal parts

36a
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THREAD TAKE-UP LEVER

A tension regulator and a thread, take-up lever are necessary parts of a sewing machine.

Turn thv handwheel toward you. Watch the needle and another metal part move up and down. This
metal part or thread take-up lever will have a small hole in the end, to hold your thread.

Is the take-up lever on the front of the machine?

Does the take-up lever move in an opening or slot?

How does it move?

37
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1. Yes

2. Yes

3. Up and ,down

Y

6,

NO

37a

51
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The thread take-up lever moves the thread so it is ready to make the next stitch.

Some take-up levers have a hole that must be threaded like a needle. Other take-up levers have an

opening into which the thread can be slipped or hooked.

All take-up levers move up and down in a slot and have an opening or hale for thread.

The tension regulator is always threaded before the takup lever.

Remember when threading: tension before take-up.

There may be one or more thread guides between the tension and the take Lip, Count the thread guides

on your machine between the tension and the take-up.

How many did you find?

Thread your machine using all the thread guides, including those between the tension and the take-up.

38
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Ask the teacher to check your threading order.

. Remove and re-thread at least three times. The more you practice threading the easier it becomes.

.. .

/

V
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NEEDLE BAR AND NEEDLE CLAMP

The needle bar is a part oat-holds the needle clamp.. ,

Try to loosen your needle bar with your fingers. You will see that it cannot be done..

N--- Print needle bar near each needle bar shown. Draw an arrow to each one.

N

40
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The needle clamp: is a part on the needle bar That holds the needle in place.

It usually ca,be made looser or-tighter by hand iandor with 'a screwdriver.
\

Try to loosen your needle clamp with your fingers If you cannot, ask your teacher to show you how
to use the,screWdriver to loosen -it.

_Print needle clamp near each needle clamp shown Drawn an arrvw to each one.

41
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Needle Clamp

Needle Clamp Needle Clamp--



Each needle bar also has at least one thread guide that holds the thread dose to the needle.

How many thread guides are on the needle bar of your machine?
..,

Print thread guide near each thread guide shown. Draw an arrow to each thread guide.

...

V

4

42
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Number of thread guides on the needle bar

Consew 2

Singer

Viking 1

Thread Guide--.--

I

Thread Guide

t-- Thread Guide

Thread Guide

42a
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NEEDLES

A needle has parts with names for each.

SHANK

t
POINT

t

LONG GROOVE EYE

shank. the larger end of the needle which is held in the needle clamp. The shank maybe round, or it
may have one flat side.

groove d long thin cut down One side of the needle. The thread fits into this groove so the thread
doe,s not break when the needle enters the fabric.

43
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Needle parts

SHANK

,
POINT

LONG GROOVE . EYE

eye. a hole in the needle through which your thread goes. Needles and eyes are made in different
thread sizes.

point. the parv,that goes through the material. Some points are very sharp. Others may be smoothly
rounded. The rounded paints are called ball points, and are used when sewing knitted fabrics.

Choosing the right needle for your machine is important. Needles come in different lengths for different
machines. Always use a needle meant for your machine.

44
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Samples of Different lengths of Needles

If the needle is too short it will not meet the bobbin thread, and your machine will not be able to make
a stitch.

If the needle is too long it will bend or break, and may damage your machine. A needle is a small part
of the sewing machine but one that has much to do with the quality of your work.

Needles are made in different thicknessesor sizes for different uses.

Medium size or thickness needles are good for most materials you will be sewing, but you will need
heavier or thicker needles for heavier materials.Thinner or lighter needles make better looking stitches in
lightweight fabrics.

J
45
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Thick (

Medium (

Thin .>21=:=1==z1=Em:Im

Needles that are too thin may cause the thread to break. Needles that ar,e too thick may make holes too
large for your thread.

Choose your needle point for the kind of material you intend to sew:

Regular sharp points in light, medium or heavyweight needles for light, medium or heavyweight woven
materials.

46 63



ev.ring machine needles may be made with light, medium or heavy ball points.
4.0

The tip or poirit of the needle should be the same thickner as the yarn of the fabric.

Medium * Light

Many kinds of clothing are being made from knitted fabrics. These knitted fabrics are made from yarns.
Yarns are usually lightly twisted and the fibers separate more easily than the tightly twisted fibers in
thread used in woven fabric. Knits are made by joining loops of the yarn, which makes a fabric that
moves or "gives"with the body.

r
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Be,cauke of this
sewed. \

/

f

, -
special ball point needles have been made for use when knit fabrics are being

,

48
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Ball Point

/
.___) Regular Poin
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Ballpoint ;needles push the knit yarn stitches aside, rather than go through the yarn, which weakens it.
k . '

.. It116"

1
Ball point pushps yarn aside./

0 I) e
iti7144W

444,4 0

I

P

al, Sharp point splits yarn.
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LIGHT

50

SiN.4

Your needle point should match the
thickness of your yarn.

6-7

HeAVY



Threading the needle

Take the thread out of the needle and thread the needle three or four times. Do this until you can do it
easily.

8

One thing you wilt lear-rQs that you are "boss" at your machine. You are the one who makes it possible
for the machine to do the work it wasinade to do, or the one who keeps it from doing that work well.

A machine can only work as it should when every part is in order. Not threading one small thread guide
can keep your machine from sewing as it should. So can using the wrong needle, a blunt or bent needle,
or threading your needle in the wrong direction!

Let's see how good a "boss" you will be.

. .

Be careful that yof thread is in all thread guides between the take up and the needle.

Needles may be threaded from the front or the side. Look for the long groove in the needle. The eye
will be found in the groove near the point.

51
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`. Cut your thread end'
Moisten and twist the end of the thread.

,'Pass -the thread t}irou,gh the eye of 'the needle. Pull it through for about th width of your hand, or
three inches.

Changing a needle

1. Turn handwheel til needle bar is at its highest pp

2. Loosen needle clamp. Remove needle if necessary.

3. Push new neerdre up ir needle clarriP and 'needle baj s far as it will go.

4 Tighten the needle clamp screw so needle is held firmly.

52
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The long groove in the needle should facetiVyvard you in a Singer or Viking machine.
,

. The Icifig groove,must face toward the let in a Consew machine.

'4 1

t
...

le

,------'
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--PRESSER FOOT
) .

Another small part.of your sewing machine is the. presser foot The presser foot holds your fabric in
place

Presser feet are made in many shapes Each foot has some special use.

There are many more than these shown

/
Straight Stitch Foot

Special Purpose Foot

ro°

, 4

Buttonhole Foot

.,

Darning and
Embroidery Foot

General Purpose
Foot



10

d
_ . \

The presser foot wtil be found at the lower end of a piesser bar.

I
The presser bar moves up and down in one of two ways. You may lift the
presser foot lever by hand, or by a "knee lift". Either way lifts the presser
foot bar and the presser foot. .

Most machines have a presser foot lever on the back of the machine
behind the presser foot bar.

If you are using the presser foot Icver, by hand, use your right harld to lift
and lower. Reach past the needle and presser foot to the back of the
machine There you will find a metal part that can be moved up and
down.

.,..,

Lift and loer._ presser foot lever five or six times.

55
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If your machine has a knee-lif to move your presser foot up and down, press your knee against the
lift and watch the presser of ot move

f

A knee-lift leaves your hands ep to move your material. You will have better cO/trol of your fabric
and can finish more work when both hands are used.

Press the knee-lift several, times so you get the "feel" of lifting in this way.

Different materials need different amounts of pressure on the presser foot. Light materials need light
pressure, heavier materials need heavier pressure,

Do not use more pressure than you need to move your material easily.

These show some ways of changing the amount of pressure on the presser foot.

Heavy

zi Normal

Light

Heavy Light

.56

Heavy Light



There will be d dial or 'some means of changing the amount of pressure on the presser foot.

Since this may be on top of the presser foot bar, on-the side of the machine, or inside the swing-open
face plate found on some machines, ask your teacher to help you find this control.

Look in your sewing machine instruction book for the part about presser foot pressure or regulating

presser foot pressure

N

Read this with care It will make it easier for you to change your pressure to get the result you want.

You will need to know two things before you change pressure.
the-kind of material you want to sew, and the kind of sewing you want to do.

Materials may be light, mectlurn_or heavy or any weight between these. The kind of sewing may be
straight or zigzag stitching, embroidery or darning.

of
57
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choice on samples of your material, making changes until you are happy with
our result. You will find by "trial and error" what pressure is right for your use.

HEAVIER LIGHTER
19 LIGHTER

58
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Fill in the blanks with the name of the part to which the arrow
points.

presser foot bar

1.

2.

3.

.presser foot lifter presser foot

59
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Fill in the blanks with the name of the part to which the arrow.
poirlts

presser foot bar

)

1

2

3

presser foot lifter

'
?r e sser 1C. e (/ "Pe r

. irt,

presser foot

presser 'fec cl bar _

. .

Pre'ssr -Ccct

A

N \

OE

59a

77
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Review, page

Make a list of the sewing mdchiry parts shown here How many did yOu know? If you need help with
spelling part names, look in the book

1.

3

4

'60

78

5

6.

7.

8.



needle

needle bar

needle clamp

thread guide

60a

79

presser foot or zipper foot

presser foot bar

plate or face-plate

feed or feed dog



FACE PLATES AND FEED DOGS

You have learned about the parts that hold the thread in place, and that move it as needed.

You know that the presser foot holds the material ready to be sewed.

When you lower the presser foot you can see it touch, or almost toea plat that has three or four
slots, or long narrow openings, and a hole or slot for the needle. This plate rrla, be called either the face
plate or throat plate.

You can see sets of teeth that will move your fabric along as you sew if you look care Ily at the slots
in the faceplate. These sets of teeth, or "feed dogs", are there to move or feed it3.fabric to the needle.
They are sometimes called "the feed".

80
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Face'plates

"Plates" are sometimes also called "face plates" or "th'oat plates".

STRAIGHT STITCH PLATE
,

GENERAL PURPOSE PLATE

GENERAL PURPOSE

-PLATE

62

, :81

r

STRAIGHT STITCH PLATE

Face plates may be different, shapes and
sizes in different machines. You may have
face plates that are different because they
are used to do special things.

The plates most often used are either general
purpose or straight stitch.



Feed dogs

Take the thread from the eye of the needle
'o

Place a piece of paper or fabric under the presser foot. Turn your hanOwheel toward you several times.
Watch your paper or fabric move Remove the paper' or fabric. Place a finger tip on the 'teeth of the
feed-dog - not under the needle, please! and turn your handwheel: slowly toward you. You will see

and feel the feed dog teeth rake and lower as the wheel turns.

Feed dugs are not large or powerful enough to pull the whole piece or pieces of fapric you are sewing
through the machine Your job is to...guide and move the fabric so it does notrstrain or pull at the
stitching edge
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Review page r

ifhisat your machine and list the parts in the order you place tffre'arA. in or or ifthem his will givet
threading p-attern for your machine

.1 Spool pin or thread holder

-2

3

4

5

6

'1

8

9

5

1 0

i 1

t
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Some words you may need are.

...
'tension regulator discs

thread guide needle

wire spring spool pin
thread take-up lever

1

.



..

DOiNyour threading order match one of these? .

)

,

Consew Viking Singer

1 spool pin spool pin spool pin
2 thread guide thread guide, thread guide
3 thread guide tension discs tension thread guide
4 tension discs thread guide tension discs

5 wire spring take up lever wire spring

6 thread guider thread guide thread guide

7 ' thread .guide thread guide take-up lever

8 take up lever needle ., thread 'guide

9 thread guide thread guide'
10 thread guide needle

11 needle
.

S

K2

P

4

%
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-E3A,SE

You have learned the names and uses of many parts on the "head"- or .upper part of the sewing
machine

Now you will learrr about some parts in the lower part ofs.the machine, often called the "base"

--f=1,.

One of the parts4tlie bast" s the bobbin, a part that is used with every stitch made because it holds
the,lower thread ready for use No thread on the bobbin no stitch from the machine'

S I

..,

t
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BOBBIN

A bobbin is a small spool tCiat '101s the ower thread supply

Bobbins usually will not fit or work well except in the machine for which they were made

Tne wrong bobbin could break your needle and damage your machine) This means you must he certain,
you have a Consew bobbin for a Consew machine, a Viking bobbi for a Viking machine, a Singer
bobbin for a`Sin9er machine, and the Matching bobbin for any other machine

METAL METAL METAL TRANSPARENT
PLASTIC

You must tIll thr hobtpn with thread, usually of the same kind and color as the thread on the upper
part of the machine
The thread must hr, wound smooth dori even to help your machine work at its best.

67.
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Do not overfill ,bur bobbin

Most bobbin winders stop w inclinq AherY the bobbin ,s wound as it should be The thread should not be
wound to the edge of the bobbin

Too muchthread sell keen the bobbin from moving easily in the bobbin case

Before you can wind or /our bobbrryou must find it

Sewing machine bobbins dre in th: base of the machine close to where the needle moves up and down

Look at your machine for 0 blate that slides, a door that opens, or some other kind of opening that will
make it opossibre for you to get ro your bobbin,

A

Hinged
Door Slide Plate

68 87
Bed Extension



Removing the bobbin

Turn the handwheel towdrd you until the needle reaches its highest point

ii.,s-i ,Arc rn,30,-inus that do not fill tTubbins inside the machine but that stop the sewing action while the
bobbin is holm; filled

There dn. (A-4)er machines that may fill bobbins while you sew

l
69
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YES':

I

NO! NO!

'on, know Adi,it ,, bobbin is, what it is used for, where to find it, and now you must learn how to 01 it
corrpctly

70
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An unevenly wound bobbin can cause problems.

Since a correctly filled bobbin is so important, this is a good time for you to begin your "'power on"
use of the machine

7-----1,
The bobbin will be wound much more quickly and evenly with a machine than by hand.

7-1\
i

When you are ready to begin winding the bobbin, push the prongs of the plug into the outlet. / \

Look in your instruction book for a place where it will tell you and show you how to place your thread

and get your machine ready to wind the bobbin
e

Bobbin winding or Winding your bobbin may be the way this is listed in the index of Out litsti UCtiOn i

book
AN'

Look for help first in the book. If you still need help, what you have learned from reading the
instruction book will help you understand better what your teacher says Still need help? Ask your

teacher i

71
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Some sewing machines have a "stop motion" control to stop your needle bar-and-feecidogicarn moving

while the bobbin is being filled.
.111

This "stop motion" control may be part of the handwheel.

Ask your teacher if your machine has a stop motion control.

If it does have such a control ask how it is used.

'With many sewing machines the bobbin is inside a bobbin case, and cannot be seen

72
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The bobbin case can be seen

The bobbln!annot be.seen until you take the bobbin case from the bobbin case holder.

Bobbin Case Holder Bobpin Case

.

.SYe

0 Bobbin ,Case

0 Bobbin Case
,Holder

To take out the bobbin case you must either lift a latch or pinch a latch to Wake it open.

Hold the latch open asIou take the bobbin case from the machine.
73
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,
While the latch is held open the bobbin,vyill stay icside the case

1

R

Bobbin Case Latch Lift

Bobbin Case Latch, Pinch

t 74
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Hold the case open side down The bobbin will fall out.
. i

,

11,
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... /
These are the general rules for filling bobbins, except those filled inside the machine

1 Slide bobbin on bobbin winder

2 Thread from spool through guides to bobbin

3 Wrap thread around bobbin several times

4 Hold thread end while you push down lightly on the control

5 Let go of the thread end as soon as the thread begins to wind on the bobbin.

6 Stop winding before the bobbin is completely filled Cut the thread.

76 .
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Winding a Viking bobbin

bobbin winder -

thread .guide

thread guide
/

bobbin

77

tension disc

bobbin winder spindle



Winding a bobbin Viking machine

.1 Slide the bobbin on the bobbin spindle

fr
or. 'I

"I.

2. Prate the thread the thread guide near the spool holder
.....,

.,. ,--

3 Bring thread under the hook of the. thread guide on thp tension disc.

4 Co' dtinue threading round the back and then under the tension discs.
$.

5 Place the thread ov r the locIbbin, and wind it a few times arcund the bobbin.

.

6 Hold the end 'of the thread while you press down the foot Control.

7 Let go of the thread end as soon as it starts winding on the bobbin

8 Stop winding before the bobbin is complQtely filled

9 Remove bobbin, cut thread between bobbin and spool
c

78
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YVindihg.jf Gonsew bobbin
r.

4

4.

79

98

1 Thread from spool through o1verhead

spool holder thread guide
2. Continue through thread guide hole in

tension disc holder
3. Thread between discs, under and around

back of tension discs
4. Wind thread under, then around bobbin

several tiniess,
5. Push bobbin winder lever down until the

wheel touches the dry belt
6. Press lightly on the speed control and

46, wind bobbin



Windinfj a Consew t(,t)bal'

9

Thread Guide
N

Drive Beltrigt
Tension Discs

Oe

Bobbin Winder Siiindle,
9 9

Bobbin Winder Lever

80

Bobbin Mader
Wheel

Bobbin
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0.-

With 'som.e----co.a.thIney.ciu-eat<ot sew when you are filling bobb'wTtigszall usually machines that

fill the bobbin in the machine.
.. ----, .....

r ,

'Somabobbins can be seen as soon as the l'tcle is moved away.
.0. .

When the bobbin shows, the bobbin can be lifted from the bobbin case.
1



,c.

te-

de

..,

Sometimes before you can take out the bobbin you must lift a3small metal part which holds the bobbin

in the bobbin case

This Metal p.art may be called a latch, or a bobbin latch..



If your machine looks like this, lift the latch and take out the bobbin.

83 .
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Winding the,Bobbin Singer Golden Touch

1 Place your bobbin on or /77 the bobbin case

2 Thread. your machine fro'm the spool through the eye of the needle. Wind the thread around screw on
needle bar, and hold onto the thread end

s target button toward the side of machine.

4 Prdss contror'and -wnd the bobbin about one half full.

5 When your bobbin is filled as you want it to be, pus your slide plate to%close

6 Your machine's upper and lower threads are ready for sewing.

Since the bobbin case and bobbin case holder are built into the machine,bobbin winding is easy.

84
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You may ,be using a sewing machine that will

1 Fill the bobbin inside the machine, but will not ew at this time

Winq the bobbin as you Sew
. \

3. StoQ sewmg because of a built-in "stop mption" when winding -a
. .'

4 Either .sew and fill the bobbin at t1-; same time, or filldthe bobbin without sewing fiction
"stop motion". control is used.

Which of these would be 'your machine?
'.

Name of machine number that tells about, it
t, .1

Name of machine Number that Iellsaboutit

Singer Golden Touch Machine 1 .

Consew

Viking

Other

2'

3

1

:

y

when ,the,

4-

4 or any other, number that, describes what
it does

85*
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Winding the bObWin

If your bobbin is filled 9r wound by a bibin 4Thder,on the.outside pf the machine, you have severe"
,. ,

'more things to learn These are.
1

1 ' Parts.or the bobbiji case.
"---:-

, , . 2 How,toVace- bobbin' in the bobbin case

3 HoW*toppfaCe bobbin case iti-bo bin ease hoittek,,

4A.- - - . ,;'"ii J-low fo bring the bobbin thread upto Meet,,fhe upper thread
,

.

i ,

1
0

.86
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Bobbin ca se 1)arts

Before you try to thread,the case, look t dt with care. Find these parts

cash d round moat part that will hold the bobbin. Uspally it has a small tube that will.hold the
bobbin ik the enter of the case This tube also'slitles Ner a metal Rost in the bobbin case

,'holder

2 tension ,spring a -small 'Metal part that is made separate from the case. It is held'in place with
screw4, and the thread goes Under it

3' slot an opening or cut from the edge Of the case toward the inner edge of the case

eye a' small opening through which the thread will pass so it. is in the correct position to make a
'stitchitch

11:11h
. .

. 5 latch the at holds the bobbin in the case .and the bobbin case in the holder.

87
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Can \,)ou mdtch names Mid par Is/

bobber Cd

tension spring

latch

bobbin case hider

eye .

r.



3

3
Can you match names and parts?

bobbin case 6 latch 3 and 7

tension spring 5 bobbin case holder 2

slot . 1 eye 4

6

88a
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.4. 2

Threading and inserting the tiobbin case

You are ready now with an evenly filled bobbin

'You have teamed about the parts of tOre bobbin case.

Choose:from the direc that are on the next pages for threading and inserting the bobbin case,.those
that will help ypsl=vvrth yo r machine

4
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Threading the bobbin ease Consew

Plac t<r:obbin 1 the case

2 Pull the thread into the slot

3 Pull the thread under the tension sprin and into the eye of the bobbin case.

90
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I nsprting thi bobbin c ase Consew

1 Let a thread about the length of a finger hartg.frorn the eye of ,the bobbin case.

2 Hol'd the latch of the bobbin case open (Thiss'holds the bobbin in thease,).

, 3 Place the bobbin case Lan-the center post of the bobbin case holller

4 Let go of tht latch

Press the bobbin case on the center post until you hear it."click".

6 Close'the clide pia te

.



.

Threading the bobbin case Viking

1 Place the bobbin case as shown

2 Pick up the bobbin.
CF"

,3 Place bobbin in the case.

4. Pull thread into the slot.

5. continue pulling thread so it goes.0 der the tensio

6 Pull on the thread, and see that th bobbin mov

1

n by the arrow.

I



Inserting the bobbin case Viking
V

.1,

1. Pick up the bobbin case, pinching the latch to hold bobbin inplace.
,-' ..

2. Place the bobbin case-rthe cente st of the bobbin case holder:

Bobbin Case
/Latch

Notch

Center Post

Bobbin Case Holder

31; See that the tail of the bobbin case fits into the notctr'fit the top of the bobbin case holder.

.:
4
'r4 !. Release the latch, and press until a "clibk" is heard.41

11'35. Shut the bobbin case holder door.
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Your machine is threaded and ready to sew

For straight sewing you must decide:,

SEWING ,

put you 'still have some choices to Make.

1. How long do you want the stitcThes,tcre?

2. What tension will give you an a en stitch?

3. What amount of pressure ;:ivill,n`love your fabric best ?

For zig -zag or other stitches, you will have, to decide all of the ab'c'Are and these:

4 What kind of stitch do you want ?

5. What width stitch do you warit?

6. What needle position do you want left; center, right?

94 ,
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Straight Sewing Stitch Length

Your choicgs, are made as you move parts w ich May be called dials, controls, regulators, selectors,
_-_LALar..lbs_regulator screws, or nuts The length o stitch can be decided most( easily by looking at sample

..

--_-,.estitches jio Id- -..,/v ---..,
,---

0

- 2
Take a piece of fabric as long as your hand, a d the same width. Fold this so two edges meet. Place
your sample under the presser foot and lower tkie foot

. Look for the dial, control, or regulator that ch nges the length of your stitch. Each kind of machine
may have a different kind of stitch length regulat r.

9



Straight Stitch Selection

If you cannot find these dials, look -in your instruction book for Straight stitching or Tips on Straight
stitching If you still need help after reading and looking at the instructiori book, ask your teacher.

If your machine makes other than straight stitches, you must set the stitch selection controls so it is

ready to make straight stitches.

With any machine where you choose the stitch to be sewed, you will

1. Raise the needle to its highest point. (Turn your handwheel to do so.)

2. Move the "stitch width" dial to "0".
4

3 Move "needle position" dialso needle is in center position.

4 With some Viking sewing machines you are now ready to Sew a straight stitch. With other Viking
sewing machines you must turn the "stitch selector" to the straight stitch setting.

96
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OFF=
BUTTONHOLE

KIMPN
0 Q

Ik
Special

ATT KM LECT01lS

ACtQlIlDFH.1

Stitch Width Selector

OP

Be sure the buttonhole dial is in the ,"Off" position. Then press in, and move the stitch selector to
"straight stitch" setting. On some machines, for example, you will have a small black arrow showing at
your straight stitch setting, yout needle position dial, and stitch width dial. Other machines may differ,
so check your. own machine.
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Straight Sewing Stitch Length

Stitch length regulator Singer Golden Touch
.

Some Golden Touch Machines have a stitch control. dial that shows the number of straight stitches in
o He inch of sewing. The higher the number, the smaller the stitch. If you are working at a Singer, move
your dial so the number 20 is under the red line. You should sew tv*enty stitches ih one inch of space.

Sew one row of stitches across your sample of' material:
Change your dial to the next lower number and sew a.

.
second row of stitches across the fabric.
Continue changing the dial, and sewing, a row 'each time
you change to the next lower number. After you hive
sewed a row with the dial on 6, you should have eight rows
of different lengths of stitches. Do you?

"IT
You may have as different stitch-length regulator on your
Golden Touch machine. Do the same thing on your machine.

118..
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Straight sewing Stitch length dial 'king sewing niacahines .
P1 i ,

o' ' : I

, - . 4
rz, L .. ,

With a Viking sevving machine the _stitch length is changed by nckiing a knob on the stitch length dial:
The numbers on the dial are 0 to 4, with lines for diviiions betvv' een..these numbers. Setting 4 gives the

A;longest stitch ..

t

..

,1

4
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.Straight Sewing Stitch Length

Sritch'iength dial Consew

...4

Change the stitch length dial tythe. icing line between 1 and 2. SeW across your sample.

Change the dial to the next highest number, and sew across the material.

Use the long line between numbers, and then the next number until you have chariged the dial and

sewed up to "5" Number 5 setting will give the lohgest stitch but least number of stitches for each

-inch of sewing

When you have sewed with a setting of 5 you should have nine rows of stitches. The itches should be
.

of different lengths in each row ., 4.

Count your rows of stitches

If you are using a Consew the stitch length dial is on the front of the machine. It is numbered, fron O'to

5, with long and short lines to show other possible divisions. 441-

100
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The high point just above the dial is the setting place

When "0" is at the highest-part of the dial, the feed will not move the fabric,

you get- no stitches Turn to "1". and you will have-manysmall stitches to every

inch -Press' your speed control but very lightly, pleas'e and sew actioss.your

sample ,t

1 Set your stitch length dial at4. Sew oke row across your sample.

2.

,

'Change di& to 3'; fa, line halfway b,etween 4 anc1,3). Sew one row.

3 Change dial to 3, Sew one row across the sample..
,

.4 Change dial to 212 (a line halfway between-3 and-2). Sew one' row
tl _ .

5 -Charile dial to 2. SeW one row ac1ss the sample. .

: *-

6 Change dial to 1y. (a lir)e half-way between 2 arid 1). Sewsane row.

7 '41.1arige:clial to 1 'Sew one row acr'osS.the sample.

You should, have severi'rows,of stitches, each row with different lengths of ttit4tes..1`....
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Straight Stitches Stitch Length

Wheq you have sewed one row of stitches for each division on the dial, remove your sample. Look at

your rows of stitches and decide:which number on the dial gave the length of stitch you want to use

Turn your dial to that number or mark, and sew one more row to make sure you have made the right
.

choice ,

..,

Whenever you begin to sew, you should check your stitch length setting, and then sew at least one row

five or six inches long across a piece of the fabric you plan to sew.

This sarne Ow of sample stitches will give you a check on the tension of your upper thread, and

whether your pressure on the pressure foot is as it should be.

A;good rule is six inches of sample stitches before you sew.

i
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